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Recording Working Time Sales Suport
Recording of daily working time on any mobile
device. Easy to use for sales activities by integrating a calendar. The system will prepare a list of task
for the each day for any user.

Reporting Working Time
Managers can view daily, weekly or periodic
working time reports (available also on mobile).
Drill-down option allows associated tasks and
activities to be easy to access.
Custom Reports Examples:
Split screen, list-based working time reports for
each project.
Graphical display of last 10 weeks’ working times in
a weekly breakdown.
Distribution of workforce, shown on pie charts.

By connecting to a CRM system, sales force’s
working times can be recorded and administrated.
Easy to integrate a calendar to upload all sales
tasks. Possibility of online orders from available
catalogues (using a centralized inventory or a CRM
software). Back-end systems support sales orders.

Project-Based
Dashboards
Custom dashboards for a quick overview. Status of
workload monitoring. Conﬁguation of custom
dashboards possible.

Approval of Working Times
Managers can approve the working times on a
separate inferface. The data can be organized by
cases or tasks. Changes and rejections can be
easily made in case of incorrect data. Employees
can administer or clarify the recorded data or
submit relevant change request.

Best use for:
Sales, marketing and all areas involving mobile workforce.
Related Eﬀector-based Apps: Project controlling, project
administration, working-time registration (as a back-oﬃce
system), document library, CRM, process management,
sales order support tool.

MOBILE WORKFORCE
SUPPORT
Business Application Template
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The Eﬀector Platform Application based on an existing back-oﬃce
system, enables the recording and measurement of working time
using mobile devices. Users can record execution of their tasks
on-the-ﬂy and if the application is connected to an CRM, they can
receive mobile notiﬁcations, prepare inventory and see orders lists.
Recording daily working time
on any moble device

Managers and employees
can administer data

Connection with CRM systems,
for sales activities support

Integration of a calendar
for sales activities
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